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A living historical community and fragile natural paradise
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cliffs and islands zone

high valleys zone

Historical location of canoe transport and
current location of rare native species.

Historic taro cultivation and current location
of significant native species biodiversity.

intertidal and reef zone

Historic location of canoe houses, and fishing
and shellfish harvesting activities.

coastal scrub zone

Historic location of taro, sweet potato,
chicken, cattle, and pig farming.

- crater zone
kauhako

Current location of low elevation windward
dryland forest of native trees and shrubs.

coastal beach zone

Historic and current location of sea salt
harvesting.
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intact rainforest

invasive plants

The high Waikolu Valley supports a
native 'ohi'a
forest and endangered
Hawaiian petrels.

Non-native plants like Christmas
berry and lantana use water and
space, outcompeting native plants.

remnant dryland forest

invasive animals

Kauhako- Crater is habitat for native
Hawaiian hoary bats and the native
wiliwili tree.

intact coastal vegetation
Native loulu palms are found on
Huelo Island and the groundcover
hinahina in the coastal scrub zone.

intact marine habitat
Reefs and beaches support native
'opihi limpets, sea turtles, and
endangered Hawaiian monk seals.
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1200 is the earliest known date within the park boundary with C14 samples from the kula fields in coastal Kalawao and from lo'i in Waikolu Valley.
Earlier dates exist but are not considered reliable.
1794/1795 represent turning points in the rise and fall of the Hawaiian Kingdom.
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Pacific Island Network Inventory & Monitoring Program

science.nature.nps.gov/im/units/pacn/

Key Resource Stressors

Expanding populations of wild goats,
pigs, and axis deer damage native
habitat and spread invasive plants.

regional overfishing
An abundance of marine life is
attracting more and more fishing.

storm runoff
Topside runoff delivers pollutants,
sediment, and excess nutrients to
freshwater streams and coastal zone.

climate change
Variable rainfall, rising sea level, and
warming sea temperatures could
jeopardize native plants and animals.

Integration & Application Network (IAN)
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